ARBRE ENGINEERED FLOORING

Welcome to Arbre
Arbre is a high-quality and versatile engineered wood
flooring product constructed using genuine French
Oak, sourced from sustainably managed forests.
This pedigree species of wood with its timeless
character and gentle implications of age will give
any room an undeniably warm and spectacular
appearance to last a lifetime.

Nature’s beauty
is a gift that
cultivates
appreciation
and gratitude.”
Louie Schwartzberg
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Quality is never
an accident. It is
always the result of
intelligent effort.
Made For Easy

Chose a smart, economical

Installation.

flooring with all the added

Engineered To Last.

benefits:

Arbre is engineered using advanced
manufacturing processes in world class
facilities to ensure an incredibly strong, low
maintenance and beautiful looking product
that performs consistently in application.
Its innovative 5G locking system means
installation is significantly faster than any
other method available in market.

Featuring premium French Oak
5G locking system means installation that’s
significantly faster
4mm top lamella, super strong and can be
re-sanded
BONA® coating system; a world-class,
non-toxic, hard wearing, resistant UV 		
cured coating
Compatible with underfloor heating.
Refer to installation guide for full details
Suitable for Residential and
Commercial applications
Strict manufacturing processes ensures quality
control, which results in higher performing and
better looking floor
Supported by a 25 structural and 10 year
coating warranty for residential applications.

Made From Genuine
French Oak
French Oak – an aeonic tree which can reach
1,500 years, is considered one of the most
luxurious wood species in the world. Its timber
is widely regarded for its character and gentle
implications of age. But it is the remarkably tight
grain and high tannin content which provides
greater dimensional strength, stability and
resistance to moisture, when compared to other
timber species.
And while there are a reported 430 species of
Oak around the world, just 10 grow in France.
That means only a very small percentage of
French Oak flooring originates from France and
can be considered as genuine.
Arbre is made from French Oak harvested
from sustainably managed forests, insuring its
authenticity and strength.

“Good timber does not
grow with ease;
the stronger the wind,
the stronger the trees.”
J. Willard Marriott
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Introducing the
Arbre Range

CARAMEL
This warm, flaxen finish will create a wonderfully
classic appearance and a bold statement
about style.

Versatility
Beyond
The Imagination
Available in a variety of classic and modern
finishes, the Arbre range will compliment
whichever style trend and mood you choose,
while instantly creating an undeniably
timeless, spectacular appearance.

MONDE
Understated and transitional, this charming finish
manages to feel both stylish and sleek, as well as
warm and inviting.

And due to its exceptional strength and
durability, Arbre is perfect for both residential
and commercial spaces.

FORÊT
If you want a natural finish that creates a casual,
comfortable and effortless space, look no further.
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LUXE

ACRE

Capture the warmth of the prairie sun with this
neutral and modest finish. Ideal for contemporary
spaces that feel peaceful and inviting.

It’s hard to look past this organic, classic finish that
gives a natural and soothing appearance.
Great for rooms where being on the fresh side of
cosy is essential.

ARGENT

CHOCOLAT

A beautifully muted, creamy and versatile finish
perfectly suited to any design trend.

A deep, rich and romantic finish, Chololat is the
ultimate choice for those who want to take a space
to that next level of opulence and comfort.

LUMIÈRE

CHARBONNÉ

This off-white finish includes a gentle implication
of green, creating a welcoming feel with a
sophisticated edge.

Both deep and cool, this rustic finish is reminiscent
of the old world. Perfect for spaces that lean into
industrial, traditional or ultra-glam design trends.
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There is nothing
more inspiring than
stepping inside a
built space, only
to experience the
calm and beauty of
nature.
The beauty of wood
without the hassle
Arbre is a beautiful, high-quality and versatile
product, suitable for both residential and
commercial spaces.
Produced using a world-class cross laminated
construction method, Arbre provides a
thicker, solid 4mm French Oak top layer
which is bonded to a Hevea blockboard core,
yielding an incredibly accurate, dimensionally
stable and strong timber flooring product.
Hevea - also known as rubber-wood - has
very little shrinkage making it one of the more
stable construction materials available on the
market. This ensures that our all-important
core provides optimal structural integrity
when compared to some other products.

Finally, Arbre is finished with Bona®, a
world class UV Cured Coating system.
This exceptional finishing method comprises
of 8 layers which are cured by an automated
LED process.
Each plank of Arbre timber flooring is
independently inspected to ensure a
high quality and consistent finish. Your
Arbre product is backed by a 10-year
coating warranty for residential use and a
manufacturer’s 25 year structural warranty in
residential applications.

Precision 5G Lock System
for easy installation

Arbre utilises the globally renowned 5G
locking system. It’s innovative click profiling
technology not only speeds up installation
but increases mechanical stability for longer
lasting performance.
To ensure a timeless and spectacular
appearance, Arbre is lightly brushed in a
range of stylish finishes to enhance the look
and feel of French Oak’s open grain and
natural timber features.

Havea block board core provides great
strength and stability
Solid French Oak 4mm lamella pre-finished
with UV BONA oil

A Long-Lasting Investment
When you choose Arbre, you are choosing a
product that will add value to your property.
The quality, strength and durability of French
Oak together with the premium grade
substrate used within the core creates a
product that will last a lifetime.
The beautiful range of finishes and versatility
of application means you can achieve a
myriad of moods, styles and design trends in
both residential and commercial builds.
Arbre products carry a 10-year coating
warranty, as well as a 25-year structural
warranty.

Manufactured in a carefully selected,
specialised factory which uses hightech production processes, helping to
deliver greater levels of quality control
that guarantee a product that performs
consistently in application.
The French Oak Lamella (top wear layer) is
constructed at 4mm thick. This allows it to
be sanded back in future if required. Other
products on the market can have top layers
as thin as 2mm, meaning they can’t be
sanded back and carry a shorter life span.
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Explore exquisite
timber flooring,
designed carefully
and manufactured
efficiently.
Responsible. Sustainable.

Fire Rating

Arbre hardwood is Forest Stewardship Council
FSC certified. This means the forest of origin is
carefully audited and controlled in compliance
with parameters and rules fixed by the FSC across

Arbre has been tested to Australian Standards
and meets all critical radiant flux requirements.
Test results are available on request
(7-560495-CV).

Carrying the FSC accreditation assures our
customers that our product is handled correctly
and responsibly at every stage of production –
from forest to shelf.

While strict manufacturing processes
and certifications have been provided
to Arbre by 3rd parties, Arbre is not
responsible for products labelled as
French Oak which are in fact sourced &
manufactured outside of France.

“Simplicity is
the ultimate
form of
sophistocation.”
Leonardo Da Vinci

arbreflooring.com.au

